Do any of these bother you?
People or objects on or near the road
Other vehicles getting “too close”
Big rigs and tanker trucks
Vehicles backfiring
Overpasses and bridges
Flashing traffic lights

Reducing the Threat
★ Focus on the differences between combat and home.
★ Ask yourself, am I reacting to this person as if he was an insurgent trying to kill my buddies?
★ When feeling provoked or on guard, count to 10 before you speak or act.
★ Walk away from situations if you feel yourself losing control.
★ Talk to someone you trust.
★ Do something that you enjoy or that relaxes you (make a list of these activities).

Are you taking unnecessary risks?
Since returning home, have you been...
...involved in any traffic accidents?
...having close calls while driving?
...pulled over for any moving violations?
...driving faster than surrounding traffic?
...not wearing your seat belt or your helmet?
...feeling distracted or on edge while driving?
...drinking or using recreational drugs more than before?
...having trouble sleeping or having nightmares?
...more easily irritated than before?
...yelling, throwing things or threatening people?
...uneasy or nervous because you were unarmed?
...carrying a loaded weapon?

Aggression

In combat - Split second decisions in highly ambiguous environments are necessary for survival. Anger keeps you awake, alert, pumped up, ready to respond.

At home - You may be hostile, over react to minor insults, snap at your buddies, co-workers or family.
Driving Safely

Combat driving is aggressive
To avoid hazards you ...  
... drive unpredictably  
... drive faster than traffic  
... hold the middle of road  
... make rapid lane changes  
... keep away from other vehicles

Civilian driving is defensive
To avoid accidents you ...  
... drive predictably  
... go with the flow of traffic  
... keep to your lane  
... signal all lane changes  
... maintain a safe distance

Become a safe driver again by ...

... reminding yourself that you are driving in the US and not in a combat zone

... noticing the differences between the area you are driving in and the combat zone (green plains vs desert or flat terrain vs hills)

... using grounding exercises to remind you that you are safe (play the ABC game, say out loud what you see around you)

... checking your speed regularly

... avoiding distractions (no cell phone use, no loud music)

... reminding yourself of driving laws in your state (notice and obey the speed limit, don’t drink and drive)

... emphasizing defensive driving  
- wear your seat belt or helmet  
- use your turn signals  
- slow down  
- allow others to merge or pass  
- keep a safe distance (3 second rule)  
- keep your attention on the road  
- slow down in rain or snow  
- control your anger